The Future Is Now

If you’re currently running SAP Hybris for ecommerce, you may be aware of the opportunity to
upgrade to SAP’s Commerce Cloud platform. We
are proud to be the UK’s foremost Commerce Cloud
experts, over 75% of our clients have converted to
cloud, so we're a safe pair of hands when it comes to
your upgrade.

Auto-Scale
for less
Cut operational costs and
easily handle traffic spikes

Commerce Cloud
is the future for SAP
It is where all the new features and SAP investments will be
• Unlike SAP Hybris, SAP Commerce Cloud will auto-scale,
meaning your website will automatically meet incoming
demand and deal efficiently with spikes in traffic. You no
longer need to worry about Black Friday or other peak
times.

uk.kps.com/convert-to-cloud

•

All the pain of hosting - and the costs - go away.

•

You no longer have to have a team - or employ an
agency -to keep your servers healthy. SAP Commerce
Cloud removes infrastructure, development headaches
and management responsibilities.

•

Increase your ROI and AOV with front-end flexibility and
rapid roll outs.

Thinking of
upgrading from
SAP Hybris to
Commerce Cloud?
We share our tips
on the best time,
and the best way,
to make the move.

Reduce Operational
Costs, typically by 15-30%

Your Free Cloud Readiness
Report

You’re in Good Hands

With SAP Commerce Cloud you will no longer
have to worry - or pay for - maintenance,
hosting management, deployment or support.
Upgrading to the Cloud reduces the hefty
overheads associated with on-prem Hybris.

We’re offering all SAP Hybris customers a free,
no obligation, Cloud Readiness Report. Once
you have it you could choose to simply pass it
to your current provider for them to
implement, you could ask us to help you
upgrade, or you could decide to do nothing for
now. Either way, with just a few hours of your
time, we can arm you with:

At KPS, we have 320 SAP CX consultants and
we are an SAP Hybris Platinum partner – so
you are in very safe hands. You can trust your
upgrade to the Cloud with one of the most
capable groups within Europe.

In fact, our analysis of a UK retailer customer
turning over £100m / year showed they will
save £2m+ over 5 years. We can help you work
out what your cost savings are likely to be too.

•

A meticulous action plan, with costs and
timings

Thinking of Upgrading?

•

A bespoke cost saving calculation for your
business

KPS Cloud Converter is a fully managed
software-and-services package which
mitigates any risk and enables you to get the
benefits of SAP Commerce Cloud in only 6-8
weeks’ implementation time and from as little
as £20,000.

•

Our recommendations on the best time for
you to make the move (it may not be now)

•

Our advice on the best way to upgrade - we
have already moved half of our customers
to the Cloud

We have a reputation for being great at
what we do - and for being really nice,
decent people! We were voted e-commerce
agency of the year, and we’re highly
regarded by SAP.

75%

of our customers have now
upgradedfrom SAP Hybris
to SAP Commerce Cloud
We can help you move too.

“Working with KPS on the L.K.Bennett upgrade from SAP Hybris to SAP
Commerce Cloud was one of the biggest web projects we’ve undertaken
in recent years from a scope and investment perspective. We were really
pleased with how the project was planned, run and delivered. The thorough
planning meant we were able to go live with minimal impact on customers
and our business. This now gives us a solid foundation upon which we can
grow and develop our digital channels.”
Zoe Donovan Digital Director, L.K.Bennett

For Your Free,
Bespoke Upgrade
Analysis, Say Hello...
commercecloud@uk.kps.com

+44 (0)20 8944 5988
uk.kps.com/convert-to-cloud

